Magi-Cut Intro - Datasheet
Magi-Cut Intro is a straightforward way of generating cutting patterns for a list of part sizes. It is designed for the smaller workshop
using a sliding table saw or vertical saw and is focused on producing efficient cutting patterns from lists of part sizes and available
materials (boards).

This is how to work with Magi-Cut Intro:• Create (or import) a part list
• Enter or adjust the part sizes, material and quantities required
• Automatically select the available board sizes from the Board library

Optimise
• Review the results
• Print or Export results
• Use the Cutting instructions to set the saw
Magi-Cut Intro also includes options for dealing with Edges and laminates, controlling and updating stock in a library of boards, and
a designer for custom reports and labels.
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The Main screen is the heart of the system. All options and data are available from here.

The starting point of optimisation is a list of part sizes (cutting list).
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Once the part sizes and other details are entered the program creates a Cutting list.

This is a copy of the part list but where there is edging or other information fields the program automatically calculates the actual
cutting sizes ready for the saw.
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The program also creates a Board list.

The Board list is created by the program extracting from the Board library all board sizes (and offcuts if any) matching the material
codes used in the Cutting list against each part.
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The board library stores the details and quantities of all the sheet material.

The program produces a set of cutting patterns and moves to the 'Review runs' section of the program. This shows all cutting
patterns and a set of summary reports.
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The first report shown is an overall summary of the job; the Management Summary.

This is an overall summary of the job, for example. Total costs, Overall Waste percentage, Net material used…
At the foot of the report are a set of tabs with more information. For example, the 'Dashboard' gives a graphical view of the
management summary data.
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The individual cutting patterns are viewed via the 'Pattern preview' option.
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Double click on a thumbnail to view the pattern full screen.
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The cutting instructions can be used to set the saw; there are options to export the pattern data and/or the print the data.

Pattern editor
In production there are sometimes last minute changes if materials are not available or an order changes. The optimiser includes a
pattern editor to adjust the patterns; to alter a quantity, change a board, change to order in which patterns are cut…
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Click on any pattern to move to the editor.

Once the changes are complete the run is recalculated. The editor is easy to use and acts in a similar way to a graphics program.
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Import and export cutting data
The program includes a variety of options for importing and exporting data from the program.

Any set of results or individual reports can be exported to an external file (for example, a text file or an Excel format file). Pattern
drawings can be exported as a DXF format file.
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In the following example a Part list summary was exported to Excel.

Patterns can be exported to a DXF format and are then available to most CAD programs.
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Edges & Laminating

This option provides a full set of options to deal with edged, trimmed and laminated parts. A wide variety of edging methods are
covered:-
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- Tape, Laminate strips, Solid lipping, Postform edging, Bullnose edging, Laminate front and back, Core trimming (cutting back
before edging), Edge before laminating
The edging requirement is set at the part list and can be set for each part.

A set of extra fields (called Information boxes) extend the Part list to allow for the entry of the edging code for each edge of each
part. For example, in the above example items such as drawers and doors have edging material on some of the edges.
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The correct cutting sizes are produced automatically and placed in the 'Cutting list'.

For example, a finished width of 600.0 mm requires a cutting size of 597.0 mm if the part is edged by (1.5 mm) tape on each length
edge.
The part list can also include fields for laminating one or both sides of a part.
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The edging summary gives full details of the edging requirements including the costs.

Edging summary

Edging library
The details of the edging materials and operations are set up in the Edging library. This can be customised to match many different
edging methods, for example, whether edging is applied before laminating, whether a core trim is taken, the type of edging …
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The core trim, for example, allows for the removal of core material ready for solid wood lipping.

This can include the details for more complex edges such as postform and bullnose edges.
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Stock Control
The stock control options allow the offcuts generated in each run to be returned to the Board library so they are available for later
optimisations. There are also options to update the board stock from an external file and to adjust board costs.
The quantity of boards required for any job is calculated by the optimization.

Stock control - optimising
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Once the run is committed for cutting (data sent to saw) the stock can be updated by the 'Issue stock for runs' options.
The board quantities are reduced and any offcuts are added back to the library.

Adjust Stock from file - The stock quantities can also be adjusted from an external file. This is useful, for example, where there is
record of material orders on another system.
Labels and Forms
Use the Design options to create templates for labels and forms. Labels are typically for printing labels in the office for parts or runs.
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The following example shows a design for a label at the Design screen.
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Labels can be printed for a cutting list or for a run.
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The Form design is similar and includes facilities for page numbers, headings, and continuation pages…
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Form design can also be used to create custom 'on screen' reports. These are automatically included on the Review runs screen
under the 'Custom' tab.

Housekeeping – Magi-Cut Intro includes many 'housekeeping' options to copy, delete and back up data. The operation of the
screens and calculation can be customised on-screen and via parameter settings. The program is fully supported by integrated, up
to date, local help (no need to rely on a web link).
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Features for Magi-Cut Intro

Magi-Cut
Intro
Part list
Metric or Imperial dimensions
Grain/cross grain or no grain parts
Exact quantity or over/under production
Maximum part sizes per part list
Mixed material lists - unlimited materials per job
User-defined part list information fields
Configurable part list editor
Import
Import part/cutting lists from user-defined CSV or XLS(X) files
Import board lists from user-defined CSV or XLS(X) files
Cutting list
Edgebanding adjustments & requirements
Calculation of laminate sizes
Multiple boards & offcut sizes per job
Optimising
Small quantity sheet optimiser
Medium quantity sheet optimiser
Timber/worktop cross cut optimiser
Pattern complexity controls
Saw kerf & trim settings
Minimise material costs
Maximum part sizes per optimisation
Maximum pieces per optimisation
Faster optimisation with multi-core processors
Batch optimisation - multiple lists - up to 250 jobs
Export
Export report data to Access database
Export summaries to XLS(X) files
Export summaries to PDF
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Export patterns to DXF files
Reports, forms and labels
Batch, job summaries
Part, board, material and pattern summaries
Offcut summary
Weight calculations
Dashboard - graphs and bar charts
Configurable reports & summaries
Form design - part lists, patterns
Label design - includes bar codes & pictures
Labels for parts and offcuts
Stock
Material library with boards and offcuts
Automatic stock issue from jobs
Import stock adjustment from file
Patterns
Thumbnail preview of patterns
Pattern display - colour coded or material texture
Pattern editor - add, move, delete parts
Cutting instructions for saw operator
General
File maintenance - copy /delete files
Backup & restore data
Integrated local help
Link to website
User profiles
Vista/Win 7/ Win8 platforms / Windows 10
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